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What causes a hurricane to form? Can animals sense an impending earthquake? Explore the

dangerous and destructive side of nature â€” the awesome powers of tsunamis, hurricanes,

tornadoes, wildfire, volcanoes and more in the updated edition of Natural Disasters.Each revised

Eyewitness book retains the stunning artwork and photography from the groundbreaking original

series, but the text has been reduced and reworked to speak more clearly to younger readers. Still

on every colorful page: Vibrant annotated photographs and the integrated text-and-pictures

approach that makes Eyewitness a perennial favorite of parents, teachers, and school-age kids.
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I am a big fan of the Dorling Kindersley 'Eyewitness Books' series. They offer an appealing

combination of concise text and colorful images that provide a basic understanding of a particular

subject. NATURAL DISASTERS, published by DK in 2006, offers a fascinating if sometimes scary

look at the destructive forces mother nature has at her beck and call. While the book is intended for

readers 9-12 years old, older readers will also find NATURAL DISASTERS of interest.After brief

sections on our restless earth, author Claire Watts discusses tsunamis, earthquakes, volcanoes,

landslides/avalanches, hurricanes/tornadoes, floods, droughts, fires, climate changes, unnatural



disasters, diseases/epidemics, and future disasters. Each topic gets at least a two-page spread with

basic information on that topic and six-eight b&w and/or color photographs, maps or diagrams

showing, for example, what an avalanche in action looks like and its aftermath. Some topics rate

additional pages. The tsunami section, for instance, runs to 12 pages. The book also includes an

FAQ section, glossary and useful websites but, curiously, no bibliography.The information and

illustrations are appropriate for the intended age level. Some of the images, especially of people in

peril, might be too intense for younger readers.Watts' book would be ideal for students reports and

for anyone with a beginning interest in the world of natural disasters, how people cope with them

and how nations/agencies work to minimize the damage they inflict. Recommended.

I had this book and the Kingfisher NATURAL DISASTERS book in a center so that students could

compare how the book treated a few topics like hurricanes, earthquakes, and tornadoes. This is a

pre-reading activity for the I SURVIVED series.

Son loved the library's copy; wanted his own.

Good article, but doesn't look like in the pictures, is absolutely original but so old and some pages

are really damaged... however, was sent it just on time... Thanks...!
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